The first successful noninvasive stem cell therapy for traumatic brain injury in
the country conducted by Dr Himanshu Bansal and Colleagues at Apollo Hospital
There has been a pressing need to help the rising number of people who were
disabled following road accidents. Most of the people who manage to escape
from the death after a road accident find great difficulty in leading a normal life as
their neurological functions get disturbed to an extent. According to Institute of
Road Traffic Education the numbers of these are mind boggling. About 1.4 Million
people in India face road accidents out of which 40% die and the other 60% are
left with serious injuries most them which are related to head. Till now there
wasn’t a treatment which could claim its ability to address these concerns. Stem
Cells transplant have raised a hope for the millions who are left with the
aftermath of these accidents.
A Man, suffering from severe disability for the past one and half year following an
accident, has successfully underwent noninvasive autologous stem cell
transplantation , the first successful such case reported from North India. The
patient was suffering from altered sensorium, bed ridden with complete visual

loss, severe cognitive dysfunction and lack of movement in limbs. Following the
Stem Cell Treatment he has now regained full consciousness, reasonable memory,
communication abilities and purposive movements in limbs.
Vinod Choudhary hailing from Pune had a road accident in 2012 and suffered
severe brain injury. He was admitted at a prestigious hospital of the country in
Pune and was on ventilator with tracheostomy. Doctors gave him only guarded
prognosis even for survival and he remained unconscious for three months in
hospital and underwent two neurosurgical procedures.
He had marginal recovery so much so that he was now in altered sensorium,
Ryle’s Tube feeding, urinary catheter, no useful limb movements and no verbal
response. He had no vision, hearing or speech .The patient needed to be assisted
in his or her daily activities. Patient did not show any improvement despite all
available treatment in the last one year and ultimately the possibility of stem cell
therapy was considered after discussions with her family.
Parents had no hope of getting him back after the fatal injury. Also they were
unsure of the effects of the therapy but left without any option they had to take a
chance.
For nearly five years, Dr Himanshu Bansal consultant regenerative medicine at
Mother cell and Revita life sciences has been involved in stem cell research for
neurodegenerative disorders and spinal cord injury and over the years safety
standards for stem cell treatment for neurological diseases have been well
established .With long clinical experience and relevant review of literature and
exposure of clinical use of stem cells worldwide in cases like these, Dr Bansal
finally decided to give a trial on compassionate grounds.
Previous research has shown clearly that stem cell transplantation both prevents
further axonal injury and promotes axonal regrowth, as well themselves develop
into neurons through a number molecular mechanisms. Many studies have also
shown Implanted stem cells have substantially improved cerebral function with
brain trauma
Approximately 240 ml of bone marrow is harvested from iliac crest. Bone marrow
is processed in a closed system for volume reduction. Volume reduced sample is
processed to have rich 5ml fraction of Mononuclear cells (Haemopoetic stem
cells and mesenchymal stem cells and endothelial progenitor cells) and adjoining

supernatant plasma which is rich in platelets and growth factors . The sample is
further processed to recover lost VSELS. (Very small embryonic like stem cells) the
most useful and powerful cells. 0.5 ml of this end product is sent to the lab for
expansion of mesenchymal cells in human grade media at 4 degree Celsius.
These cells were injected on the monthly basis by retrobulbar /intrathecal and
intrarterial route on 6 monthly basis
Support therapy in terms of Ayurevda and supplements of Vitamin B1 and
Vitamin B12, Vit B3 nicotinic acid were also started along with Vigorous
rehabilitation and intensive physiotherapy.
After third treatment sitting, patient started showing improvement in his brain
functions became oriented, gradually able to recognize family and friends and
started moving his hands and legs purposefully. By 5th month patient started
showing considerable improvement, started verbalizing , was able to
communicate with parents and able to walk with support. He could perform
though semi assisted activities of Daily living, his memory recovered significantly.
Vision improved to finger counting in right eye and good perception of light in left
eye by 6th month. It may take her a couple of months to be more active.
Stem cell therapy was one of the means to face the situation. The belief that brain
injuries aren't curable has been proved wrong. The need to help accident victims
led us to work on compassionate grounds for the option of stem cell therapy.
This is an eye opener that there is a possibility of reactivating brain cells following
injury with very gratifying clinical results. To our knowledge few attempts like this
have been made across the world. This is the first reported successful case from
India.
However, a lot more need to be understood about stem cell therapy in head
injuries including the time of intervention and quantity of cells to be used
depending upon the injury. "We're planning to carry out a pilot study in treating
head injuries with stem cells.

